AN ASIDE	7
London made the long series of performances in which she
figured a centre of almost every vein of fashion except the hope-
less old theatrical fashion And she did this by playing my
heroines exactly as she would have played Belvidera in "Venice
Preserved55 if anyone had thought of reviving that or any other
of Mrs Siddons's great parts for her
During the career of Mrs Siddons a play was regarded as an
exhibition of the art of acting Playwrights wrote declamatory
parts for actors as composers did for singers or violinists, to dis-
play their technical virtuosity This became an abuse Wagner
was quite justified in his complaint that singers thought only of
how they sang, and never of what they were singing Actors who
had learnt how "to bring down the house*3 with a tirade were
quite as pleased when the tirade was trash as when it was one of
Shakespear's best The cup-and saucer drama, and the actor
who, having no force to reserve, made a virtue of reserved
force, were inevitable reactions against the resultant stagmess,
stagmess being definable as much ado about nothing The art
of acting rhetorical and poetical drama, vulgarized and
ridiculous, very soon became a lost art in the fashionable Lon-
don theatres Rhetoric and poetry vanished with it But when
I dragged rhetoric and poetry back its executive technique
became again indispensable
Lillah McCarthy describes in this book how she acquired and
inherited from her father a love of verbal music in its loftiest
ranges, and a physical necessity for declaiming it, with the
inevitable accompanying craving for the beauty and dignity
of noble architecture and statuary a craving which could never
be satisfied by dressmakers' and tailors' mannequins adorning
"interiors" furnished by the best London establishments Yet
such actress-mannequins constituted the entire theatrical
beauty stock in the cup and-saucer drama The continual
efforts to give some sort of vital energy to these shop-window
attractions by sex appeal, becoming less and less furtive until
the interiors became bedrooms and the fashionable gowns had
to be stripped off, mostly on no pretext whatever, in full view
of the audience, seemed to Lillah poor stuff compared to a

